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We introduce a new space of Morrey type in w-‘,“(Q) denoted M,~‘~“(Q). 
Then, we prove the following optimal condition: if u is a local solution of 
(P,)Au + F(u,Vu) = T, u E W:;:(Q) n L%(0), then, T E Ma!&‘(a) for some 
1> N-p. l/p + l/q = 1 if and only if for all subsets 0’ relatively compact, there 
exist C > 0, and 0 > N-p such that for all x in a’, all R > 0: B(x, 2R) c R’, we 
have (H) jBcX Ri lVul* dy < C. R”. In particular, this result implies that any locally 
bounded solution of (pi) is locally Holder continuous, provided that T belongs to 
MF’.~, for 1> N-p. Since we need boundness of solutions, we prove in the second 
section the boundness property of the Dirichlet problem associated to (9,) for a 
large class of T (including all the right hand side T considered in the literature). 
The method relies on some property of Radon measure in Wm’,u. e 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
On introduit un nouvel espace de type Morrey dans w-‘,‘?(Q) note MF’,~(~). 
On montre alors la propriete optimale suivante: si u est une solution de 
(T,)Au + F(u, Vu) = T, u E w:;:(0) n LE(Q) alors, TE M&!(O) pour I > N-p, 
l/p + l/q = 1 si et seulement si pour tout ouvert 0’ relativement compact dans 0, 
il existe C > 0, et d > N-p, tel que pour tout x de 0, tout R > 0, B(x, 2R) c Q’, 
on ait: W) JB,x.R, ]Vulp dy < C. R”. En particulier, ce resultat implique que toute 
solution localement born&e de (9) est localement C”, pourvu que T appartient a 
ML’,~, pour /1> N-p. Dans le second paragraphe, on montre que toute solution 
du probleme de Dirichlet associe a (fl) est bornee, lorsque le second membre T 
appartient a un sous espace C,:‘*q(Q) du nouvel espace de type Morrey. La 
mtthode repose sur quelques proprietes des mesures de Radon de Wm’,q. 0 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Our aim in this paper is, first to answer to the following question: 
Given a solution u of a partial differential equation P[u] = T and a prop- 
erty (H) of u (here we are interested in the growth of the function 
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r + G(r) = jB(x,rj lVulp dy), what is the best space V in which we have to 
choose T in order to satisfy the property (H)? 
Notice the classical result due to Morrey states that if G(r) goes to zero 
fast enough uniformly in x, then u is Holder continuous, so our result will 
include Holder continuity for a large class of right hand side T. For 
answering the preceding question, we will introduce a new space of Morrey 
type in WP’x4(sZ). 
The second aim is to generalize a recent work [RZ] in which we were 
restricted to T= p a positive measure and the main operator of P is 
strongly monotone. At the same time, we provide a generalization of 
Campanato’s works [C] (see also Kadlec and Necas [KN] ) concerning 
linear equations in L*,‘. In fact, our study includes quasilinear equations 
in Lp*’ for all p in (1, co ). We prove boundness of solutions by a method 
combining Adams’s inequality and the Hartman-Stampacchia’s maximum 
principle. 
The last aim is to give an unification proof for ail kind of results concer- 
ning the c” regularity. In fact, since the famous work of De Giorgi [DeG], 
many authors give in the literature ither a new proof of De Giorgi’s work 
(see, for instance, [Mos, GT], using essentially the Harnack inequality) or 
a generalisation of [DeG] (see, for instance, [LU, T, RI, RT]) most of 
these works are based on De Giorgi’s sets. Here, we choose a space W 
which will contain all the right hand side T considered in the literature. 
The organisation of our paper will be: 
Section 1. We introduce a new space of Morrey type in Wp’,q(R) 
denoted M,T’,~(R) and we give a few properties. In particular, we denote 
by C;1,9(Q) the space containing: 
0 All signed measure p whose total variation 1~1 grows in the 
following way: 1~1 (B(x, r)) < C . r’. 
00 All distribution T such that T=fo - Cf” (dh/axi), f, E LY,“(Q). 
We prove that C;‘%9(Q) E M,T’,~(Q). Moreover, we have for r > q and 
r > N/(P - 11, l/P + l/q = 1, 
Remark. In the literature, for Holder continuity the right hand side T 
is taken in W-‘s’(Q), r is taken as in (0.1) expect in [LS, Sa, RZ] where 
T= p is a measure and in [C] where T belongs to C; ‘v’(Q). 
As we know, Holder continuity implies local bounded solutions, so as we 
did in [RI, R2, RT], where the techniques of relative rearrangement were 
used for having boundness, we prove an L” estimate. 
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Section 2. Under few conditions on P, we prove that the Dirichlet 
problem P[u] = T, u-g belongs to Wip(Q) possesses a bounded solution 
u, provided that T is in C,; 1%9(Q) for A> N-p. 
The technique of the proof relies on the fact that to each T in C;‘,‘J(Q) 
we can associate a Radon measure m having a growth like r’ on ball of 
radius r, thus using Adam’s inequality [A] and a Hartman-Stampacchia 
maximum principle, we show that u is bounded. 
We end this section by proving local boundness for the case where P is 
linear and u is a local solution. (Let us notice that in [C], the coefficients 
of P(linear), are continuous). The last section answers our first question, by 
choosing as a property (H): je(x,rj Vu/ JJ & < C r’, I > N-p. 
Section 3. We consider u in LEc(f2)n Wii;f(Q) a solution of 
P[u] = T, under a few assumptions on P, we prove that if T is in M;,‘;:(Q) 
for 1> N-p then for each open relatively compact set Q’ of Q, there exist 
two positive constants C and E such that for all r > 0, x in Q, B(x, r) c Sz’, 
we have the property (H), with E d 2 - N +p. 
Conversely, if u satisfies (H), then TE M,,‘;,“(Q), for & > 1> N-p. As 
a corollary of this last section, if u is a locally bounded solution of 
P[u] = T, then u is locally Holder continuous. Combined with the second 
section, this last corollary leads to the following result: If UE W’3p(sZ) is a 
solution of the Dirichlet problem P[u] = T, u-g E Wkp(sZ) .and if T is in 
C,; ‘3”(Q) for A> N-p, then u is Holder continuous. If ZJ is a local solution, 
P linear then the result holds for TE C;‘32(12), A > N- 2. 
A natural question is if the space C;‘%y is the same as M;1,9(Q) or not. 
Actually, we can partially answer this question. In fact, we prove that 
c,; ‘J(Q) = M,y(Q) for A>N-2. 
1. A SPACE OF MORREY TYPE IN W~1~9(Q):M,~1~y(Q) 
Let us denote by B(x,, p) the open ball of radius p > 0 cantered at a 
point x0 and let us set Q(xO, p) = D n B(x,, p), diam(Q) = diameter of 52, 
Z= (0, diameter of 52). 
For an element T in W-1,9(L?), we denote by, !! TJI W-l,r(R(xo, ,,)) the norm 
of the restriction of T to sZ(x,, p). 
The set M;l,q(SZ) is defined as 
M;1,9(Q) = { TE W-1*4(Q) such that: 
sup [p-(‘lq) I( T(I w-l.q(s;Z(x, p))] is finite}. 
K 
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Here K= {(p, x) E Ix Q}. For local property, we define Mn,,‘d,“(Q) is the 
set of all T such that TE M,~‘,~(52’) for any a’ open relatively compact set 
in Q. 
Remark. The spaces defined above can be endowed with a norm but we 
do not use their topological properties so we focus our attention only on 
some subspaces of those sets. 
1.1. Space C,;‘%y(sZ) 
DEFINITION 1 (Morrey [MO]). Let qk 1 and I-20. By Lq3”(Q), we 
denote the linear space of functions u E L4(Q) such that 
sup p-‘j.‘q) l/Ull Lq(R(r,pjj is finite and the supremum is taken over all (p, x) in ZxQ. 
DEFINITION 2. C;l,q(Q) is the set of all T in W-‘,Y(sZ), such that 
T=fO - C;” (&/ax;) + ,B, where fin L4*‘(Q) and p is a radon measure 
whose total variation 1~1 satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) Support 1~1 is in Q. 
(ii) There exist C > 0, such that for all r > 0, x E Q, B(x, r) c 52, we 
have Ip/ (B(x, r)) 6 C.r’. 
We define C,,‘dJ(Q) as we did for M,,‘;:(Q). 
The type of measure that we consider here appears in [LS, Sa, RZ]. 
PROPOSITION 1. C,1,y(S2)CM~1,y(SZ)for alll>N-p. 
The proof of this proposition needs the following lemma due to Hedberg 
and Wolff [HW]: 
LEMMA 1. Let 1 <p < N and q its conjugate. A positive Radon measure 
p belongs to W- ‘yq( [w N, if and only if 
jRN ib’ [P(f$,r))]‘-‘p-l’+dp(y)< + co. 
Moreover, there is a constant C > 0 (independent of ,u) such that 
A direct consequence of this lemma is: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let 1 cp d N, and q the conjugate of p. Let p be a 
Radon signed measure whose total variation 1~1 grows like pi for 1, > N-p, 
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on any ball of radius p > 0: 1~) (B(x,, p) < Cp” and assume that support IpI 
is in Q and IpJ E W-‘,q(f2) (Jbr Q unbounded). Then, 
/l E M,; ‘,q(B). 
Proof: If 1> N-p then, j: [r”/rN-p)‘!(p-” (dr/r) is finite. Thus, using 
the growth condition on 1~1 and Lemma 1, we deduce 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let T = f0 - Cr= 1 ($&4?x,) where h E LqsA(Q) then T 
is in Mj l.“(G) for an-y ;13 0. 
I(T,cp)16Cpyq (since f, E Lye’). 
Combining Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, one can easily deduce Proposition 1. 
Other properties are: 
PROPoSITION 3. hf;“‘(+ M,;“q(~)fOt’ A< ,U. 
Prooj 1-9 p -1/q is increasing for p G 1. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let ~2 be a bounded domain. Then, for Y > N/( p - I), 
r 4 q, we have 
w- ‘J(i2) c c, ‘,q(s2) f or A<,--,+,(I-$$-). 
Proof: Iffe L’(Q), then, by the HGlder inequality, one has 
llfll L’(n(.r,,p)) L P < (N’q)(’ -q/r) llfll L,(R). 
From this observation, one can deduce 
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2. L03(S2)-E~~~~~~~~ 
In this section, we want to get L”(G)-estimates for the following 
problem (9): 




gc W’~Jysz) rl L”(Q). 
Remark. In [RI, R2, RT], we derive L”(G)-estimates for problems of 
type (9) using the techniques of relative rearrangement, but the right hand 
side is only in WP l,‘(Q), r> N/(p - 1 ), Y 3 q, and F satisfies F(x, u, s)u 2 0. 
2.1. Assumptions 
(i) T is in C;‘,“(a) for A> N-p. 
(ii) For almost all x in 0, for all (q, 5) e 9%-&I?‘, 
Here, cr and c2 are two positive constants. We assume also that for all 
u E w’-P(Q), a,(x, 0, Vu) E Lqsz). 
(iii) For almost all x in Sz, for all (q, <)E~?x%?~, IF(x, ‘I, t)l 6 
c,[I~(~-‘+ Iv/p-l +fO(x)], c3 is a positive constant, foELq,‘(S2) for 
/Z>N-p. 
In this section, 0 is supposed to be bounded. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 <P-K N. Assume (i) to (iii). Then any weak solution 
u of (9) is bounded. 
Before proving this theorem, we will need two fundamental lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 (Hartman-Stampacchia’s Maximum Principle [HS]). Let s 
be a non-negative, nonincreasing function from $9 into itself: Assume that 
for all T 2 ~~ > 0, S(z) = sr s(t) dt < c. P .~(t)~, where y > 1, 0 < LX < y, 
and c is a positive constant. Then, there exists a number t,,, such that 
s(t) = 0 for t 2 t,,,. Moreover, we have Ln t,,, < Ln rO + c’Iy(y - a)/ 
(y - l)[s(?,)]‘y-‘)‘~. 
The proof is easy; see, for instance, [LU, RoJ 
The second lemma is due to Adams [A] (see also [Ml). 
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LEMMA 2. Let m be a positive Radon measure supported in 52 such that 
there exists a constant M> 0, for all x E BN, 0 < r < co, we have 
m(B(x,r))<MMrr”, a=q(N/p-1), l<p<q<oo, p<N. Zf UEW$~(SZ), 
then 
C = C(P, 4, NJ. 
As consequence of Lemma 2, we have: 
LEMMA 3. Let UE W1,p(sZ) be such that v = (lul -k) + E Wir(sZ) and 
denote by A, = (x: IuJ (x)> k}. 
If m is a positive Radon measure such that there exist E, C > 0 such that 
m(B(x, r)) 6 C.rNep+’ for all xESZ, 
then, for pN/(N+s)<s<p and so=((N-p+&)/(N-s)).s, there exist 
C1 > 0 (independent of u and v) such that we have 
s vdm<C, .m(Ak)l-lISo. R ,A,,l-‘“(jQ,Vv,ndx)l’p, 
where I A,J denotes the Lebesgue measure of A,. 
Proof We apply first he Hiilder inequality to derive 
v dm < m( Ak)’ - 1’s’ [ jQ vso dm]‘lSo. 
Since (Q/s)( N - s) = N - p + E, by Adams inequality 
Proof of Theorem 1. In the following proof, we use a method and test 
function introduced by Stampacchia. 
Let k> ((gl), and v=(lul -k)+ E W$p(sZ). Then 
!*, a,(x, u, VU) g dx + jo vF(x, u, VU) dx = (T, v). (2.1) 
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Using assumptions (ii) and (iii) on cli and u, one has 
s, IvuI~dx<cjQudx+cjD lvulp-‘udx 
+Cjlul”-‘1,dx+(T,li)+~~fO~dx. (2.2) 
Let us set T= fo, - Cr= 1 (af,lax,) + p, 
(2.3) 
Define now the Radon measure m by setting 
dm=(l+f)dx+dIpl. (2.4) 
Here, 1~1 denotes the total variation of CL. From the assumption (i) on T 
and fO, there exist A.> N-p and a constant C > 0 such that for all x, Y > 0, 
m(B(x, ~1) = j (l+f)dx+J,kI (B(x,r))<C.r”. (2.5) 
N&i-) 
Using (1.3) we have 
+ jA, ( ; j-;)“’ lVu[ dx. 
i= 1 
(2.6) 
From the Holder inequality and then the Poincare inequality, 




Using Young’s inequality, we deduce from (2.6) and (2.7) and Lemma 3, 
that for all v > 0, there exist C, > 0 such that 
(cj/x+cjQ 1 f,udx+ CT, o> <CV.m(A,)+vjQ jVu[pdx. (2.8) 
’ Different constants depending only on the Structures (i) to (iii) will be denoted by C. 
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From the Holder inequality and then the Poincare inequality, one obtains 
il, (VU/~-~ udx,(j-D ,Vu,pdx)l’q(j updx)“‘, with 
R 
<c ,ApN 5 lVo[ p dx. (2.9) R 
Since lAkl goes to zero when k goes to infinity, then for any v > 0, there 
exists k(v) such that for all k 2 k(v) 
c s R IVulP-’ vdxQcIA,.li”j IV1;lpd&vj IVuIpdx. (2.10) n D 
Let us write 
c 
s 




Using the Poincare inequality, this last relation infers 
c 
s 
n IuIp--l udx<c IFI#~[ lVulPdx+ckP-l l&j 
P 
1/q+1/N (r, lVvlp dx)“‘. 




R ,uIp-l t’dx<vj ~Vu~Pdx+C,~kP.m(A,)‘+l’N. (2.11) 
n 
From relation (2.2), (2.8), (2.10), and (2.11), we obtain for all v > 0 that 
there exist C, > 0 and k(v) > 1 such that for all k 2 k(v), we have 
(1 - 3v) j-a IVulp dx G C,kPm(A,). (2.12) 
Thus, we derive that there exist ko, for all k 3 k,, 
( Ia lVv,p dx)“’ d ckm(A,)‘? (2.13) 
Let us apply now Lemma 3 with the measure m to obtain with relation 
(2.13) 
I D(lu\-k)+ dm~Ckm(A,)l+l’P~l’“a+‘l~“‘P’. (2.14) 
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By Cavalieri’s principle, one has jR (Iu( -k)+ dm = S; m(~,) dr, where 
A, = {x: (UI (x) >? ). Then (2.14) leads to, for all k> kO, 
s mm(A,)dvGkm(A,)l+‘, k 
Notice that the choice of so implies that so >p and s <p so that E >O. 
Applying Lemma 1, with s(t)=m(A,), we can conclude that u is bounded. 
Comments for the Case p = N 
If T is reduced to a measure ~1 in C; ‘+‘(s2), for k > N-p, then from the 
characterisation of Hedberg and Wolff (Lemma 2), we have T in 
W-1~9+“(S2)forsome&>0,butq+&=N(p-l)+E>N/(p-1),soforthis 
case, the boundness of solutions comes from the results of [DT, Rl, LU]. 
In fact one can prove as in [Rl, LU] that any solution of (9) is in the 
DeGiorgi’s sets, then one can apply the results of CDT]. 
The above estimate can be extended for local estimates as it will be done 
in a later work. As we will see below, for the linear case, a local estimate 
is a direct consequence of Theorem 1. 
2.2. A Local Estimate for the Linear Case 
Assume that the operator P is reduced to the linear case, that is, 
a,(x, 7, 5) = au(x). ti and F(x, 9, 5) = co(x) .q, a, and co are in L”(Q) and 
the matrix (ati( is strongly coercive. Consider u a local solution, that is, 
Pu= -i!, &(a.(x)$)+co(x)u= T. 
THEOREM 2. Let TE C,,‘d,(sZ) with I > N - 2 > 0 and u is a local solu- 
tion of (go), then u is locally bounded. 
ProoJ Let x0 E ~2, &,(x0) c Q, and consider u a solution of 
Pu=O in hdxo) 
v=u on %&o). 
Then, classically v is bounded in B,(xo). If we set w = u - v, then 
Pw=T and w E fmLJX0)). 
From Theorem 1, w is bounded and thus u is bounded in B,(x,). 
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3. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN THE GROWTH OF ~B(xO,pj IVulpdy 
AND THE GROWTH OF T AND HOLDER CONTINUITY 
In this section Q is an open set in RN. 
For each u E W~;,P(Q) n LEc(s2), we define Au = - Cy= i (ajaxi) 
a,(~, U, Vu), where the functions ai satisfy the following assumptions. 
(Hi) ai are borelian function maps from Q x R x RN into R and for 
a.e. x E Q, for all (q, 5) E II8 x RN, 
Here, a, is in the Morrey space Lloc q,N-Pf B(s2), j3 > 0, and a is an increasing 
function R, + R, 
(Hz) (coercivity) 3C, >O, Cz > 0, for a.e. xEQ, V(q, 4) E Rx RN, 
(H3) (monotonicity) The functions ui satisfy one of the following 
conditions: 
(H,-1) 3C>O, for a.e. xEQ, V(q,<)ERxRN, VSIERN, 
or, 
(H,-2) 3C>O, if l<p<2, for a.e. XESZ, V(Q 5, (‘)E R x 
RN x UP, 
it, [~;(X,~,r)--i(x,r,4’)1C5i-5!1 
>c I<-<‘I2 
’ (151 + l5’l)2-p 
for 151 + lt’l #O. 
(H4) The nonlinearity F is such that for a.e. x E Q, V(q, 5) E R x RN, 
IF@, v, 511 ~f~l~l~CI~Ip-‘+fo~~~l~ y > 0. 
Here Jo is in the Morrey space L~;~-p+b(Q), 0 > 0, and f is R, + R+ 
is an increasing function. 
(If,) T is in M,:k:(SZ) for 1~ N-p, l/q + l/p = 1. 
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Comments on the Choice of (H3 - 1) and (H, - 2) 
The model for the operator A is 
Au= -div(]VuIPP2VU). 
This operator satisfies (H,), (H2), and 
(H3- 1) if pb2 
(H3-2) if l<p<2. 
Consider u a weak solution of 
(9,) Au+F((u,Vu)= T in Q 
u E w;;,p(Q) n LZc(f2). 
Then, we have the following results. 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions (H,) to (H,), for any open set 52’ 
relatively compact in 0, there exist two constants E> 0 and C(U) = C > 0 
such that for all x,, E Q’, all p > 0: B(x,, 2p) c Q’, we have 
s lVulPdx<C.pN-P+E. (3.1) B(.%P) 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions (H, ) to (H,), any locally bounded 
solution of (PI;) is locally Holder continuous. 
COROLLARY 2. Any weak solutions of (9) and (go) are Holder con- 
tinuous. 
The converse of Theorem 3 can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Assume that aj satisfy only (H,) and the nonlinearity F 
satisfies (iii) (see Section 1). Suppose that for any ball B(x, 2p) included in 
0, we have the growth condition (3.1) for a solution (YI), then necessarily, 
TEMi_k:(Q) for N-p<l<&, for some A,. 
As in [Cl, the proof of Theorem 3 needs some auxiliary problems and 
some lemmas. 
Let R > 0, x,, E Q’, B(x,, R) c Q’ c Q and let us consider v a solution of 
(Pu) -&.a,(,, u,vv)=O, V-UE WkP(B(x,, R)) . 
i I I 
Remark. The existence of a solution of (gob) is classical (see, for 
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instance, [LU, L, LL] ). Using the Hartman-Stampacchia maximum 
principle (Lemma l), one can see easily that there exists a constant C 
depending only on Q’ and the structure of ui such that 
llvll L=(B(x,R))G bb=(Q',+ c. (3.2) 
Another proof of this result can be found in [Se]. 
We will need the following growth property of u whose proof will be 
given for convenience in the Appendix at the end of this paper. 
LEMMA 4 (Cacciopoli-DeGiorgi-Nash Estimate). There exist two 
constants C>O, c( >O (depending on ilullm but not on R and x0) such that 
for all p < R, 
i B(xo,p) 
,V,lpd~,,(~)N-p+~li~o,R, ,VvIPdx+C.RN-Pfa. 
For convenience, we will drop the sign 1, we note F= F(x, u, Vu), . . . . 
B,=BRh). 
LEMMA 5. Let v be a solution of (Pa’,) and u a solution of (PI:) then there 
exist two constants C> 0, E >O such that for all x0 E Q’, B, = BR(xO) c 
8’cQ 
j” IV(v-u)lPdxBCREj lVulPdx+CRNPp+‘. 
BR BR 
Proof: Multiplying by w = u - v the equation 
x, u, vu) - a,(~, u, Vu)] + F(x, u, Vu) = T in B,, 
one obtains 
jB, lIai(x, u, Vu) - a,(~, u, Vu)1 g. d.x + j wFdx = (T, w). (3.3) 
I BR 
By Young’s inequality, we have for all v >O, n 20, 3C(v, n) = C>O, 
I<T, w>l GR-“C IlTllQw-~~~~~~ + vR ‘~‘~’ ~/VW II ;p~sR~. (3.4) 
Since TE M;i,“(Q), by definition this relation (3.4) implies Vn 3 0, v > 0, 
I(T, w)l dCRNPPPq+t+vRq’P’4) llV~ll$(~~). (3.5) 
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Using the growth of F, one has 
(3.6) 
By the Holder inequality, we have 
j- 
BR 
lVulppywdx<C j IV lPd [ BR u x]‘i”[l,lwl~dx1”“. (3.7) 
Here 0 =p/(p - y), 6 its conjugate. 
Using relation (3.2) and Poincart’s inequality, relation (3.7) becomes 
I 
BR 
IvuIp-y w dx<C.R’ j. IV IPd [ BR u x]l’e-[/B, ~Vw~pdxjl”. (3.8) 
By Young’s inequality, we deduce for all v >O, q 2 0, there exists 
C(v, u])=C>O, 
1 IVulP-YwdxQCRey-q j IVul”dy+vR”‘*‘“‘~ IVwlpdx. (3.9) 
B BR BR 
Since& is in L:;,N--p+u(0), using relation (3.2), one gets 
(3.10) 
Case of Assumption (H, - 1). In this case, we have 
i Ca,(x,u,Vu)-o,(x,u,Vu)]~dx~C~ lVwlp dx. (3.11) BR I BR 
A simple choice of v and q and a combination of relations (3.5) to (3.11) 
lead to Lemma 5. 
Case of Assumption (H, -2). We will need the reverse Holder 
inequality, see [So, Ad]. 
LEMMA 6. Let 0 < m < 1, m’ = mj(m - 1) < 0 iff and g are two positive 
functions such that 





A direct consequence of this lemma is: 




BR (jvuj + jvol)2-p lix 
VP 
2 \V(u-u)lpdx 1 [i 
(P - *VP 
(IVul + IVvI)p dx 1 . BR 
Proof Apply Lemma 6 to m=p/2, f=IV(u-v)[*, and g= 
l/( IVul + ~VU\)*-~. Lemma 7 and (H, - 2) imply 
s RR [a,(~, u, Vu) - a,(~, u, Vu)] g dx I 
2 C[ jBR lVwlp dxr .[ jB, (,Vu, + lVvl)p dxl(y~2”p. (3.12) 
Let us set I= ) (T, w)l + llBR w .Fdxl, from relations (3.5) to (3.10), one 
can see that there exists a number q1 > 0 such that for all v > 0, 3C > 0, 
I Q 2vR”’ j lVwlPdx+CR”’ j (VuIPdx+CRN-p+“‘. (3.13) 
BR BR 
Using (3.3) and (3.12), one gets 
s [I 1 
0 - PV 
VW\ p dx Q CIpJ2 . (IVul + IVul)p dx . (3.14) 
BR BR 
One the other hand, multiplying by w equation (PO) and using (H,), one 
has 




Young’s inequality applied to (3.14) and relation (3.15) imply that for all 
rl> 0, 
j IVwlPdx<CR” j lVulPdx+CR-“I+CRNpP+“. (3.16) 
BR BR 
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A simple choice of E, q, and v in relations (3.13), (3.16) leads to 
Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 8. Let u be a local solution of (YI). Then, there exist some 
positive constants cc, E, c (depending only on the data) such that for all p < R, 
x,, E 52’: B(x,, R) = B, c 0 c Sz, we have 
s f+?(m) 
~VuI’dxGC[(;)N-p+‘+R’]lyi(ql,Vu,pdx+cRN-r+~. 
Proof We denote BJx,) = B,. Since [Vu1 < jVwl + IVvl, one gets easily 
j IVuiPdxQcj IVvlpdx+c[ IVwlpdx. 
4 4 BP 
(3.17) 
Using Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, one can deduce 
s 
,Vu,pdx<C($)N-p+j-B, BR /Vvlp dx+ CR&j- IVulp+ CRN-p+E. (3.18) 
BP 
Combining relations (3.15), (3.17) and (3.18) we obtain Lemma 8. 
The conclusion of the proof of Theorem 3 needs the following lemma 
(whose proof can be found in [G], see also [C, KN]). 
LEMMA 9. Let Q be a nonnegative and nondecreasing function. Suppose 
that there are constants A > 0, B > 0, 0 < j? < CI, 
&)<A [(;)‘++W+@ 
for all p < R < R,,. Then there is Ed (depending on A, CI, p) if E <Ed, for all 




End of the Proof of Theorem 3. Apply Lemma 9 
se, lVulp dx. Notice that 52’ is relatively compact so that the 
on 52’. 
with 4(p)= 
C will depend 
Corollary 1 is a direct consequence of the Morrey theorem (see [LU, 
G, M] ) and Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 4 (Converse of Theorem 3). Let cp E Wkp(Q(xO, R)), 
)VqlLp< 1, Q(x,, R)=Q,, BR~fi’cz52. Then, (T, q)=Ja,ai(c?cp/cYx,)dx 
+ fa, cpFdx. 
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Using the growth condition on ai and F, one obtains 
IKT,cpwj 
QR(.Tl) 
IVU(~-’ IVcpl dx+CjQR IVulppl Ic? dx 
+CjQRU+fa)Wx+Cj a,IVddx. 
RR 
Applying the Holder inequality and then Poincare’s inequality one has for 
all cp E Wip(sZR), IV4, < 1, l/q + l/p = 1, 
Since a,, f0 are in J?$,N-~+~(SZ) an using the growth condition on the d 
gradient, 
11 T(I w,,;p < CRcN -p + g)‘q. 
This implies that for all open 51’ relatively compact in Q we have 
T E M, ‘2”(Q), N-p<l<N-p+o. 
To conclude this paper, let us prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
C,,‘d,(sZ) = M,,::(Q) for A> N - 2, 1” 6 N. 
Zf Q is bounded then 
C;*(Q) = M;‘,*(Q) for A > N- 2, A< N. 
Proof: The key lemma comes from the Cacciopoli estimate which is 
available for linear operators with constant coefficients. 
More precisely, let 0’ c Q, 52’ open, and consider TE M;1s2iQ’) for 
i > N- 2 and u a solution of -Au = T in Q’, 
24 E z-z#Y). 
Let o be a solution of Av = 0 in B, c Q’, 
u-u=0 on dB,. 
Then there exists C > 0 (independant of R and u) such that for all p < R 
we have 
j lVvl*dx. (C-1) 
4 
lVul*dx<C ; *j 
0 BR 
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This is called the Cacciopoli estimate and the proof can be found in [C] 
or [G]. 
The following inequalities can be easily obtained as before, if w = v - U, 
then 











We invoke Lemma 9 to conclude that IVul E L2,‘(sZ’) for A> N- 2. 
Setting fi = au/ax, one gets T= - Cr= 1 @Jax,. 
If 52 is bounded, one can extend T by 0 outside of Q on some set Q, such 
that the closure of Q is in R,. 
APPENDIX 
Sketch of the Proof of Lemma 4. If p 3 R/4 the inequality is obvious. 
Let 0 < p < R/4 and consider a cut-off unction cp such that 
Support of cp E B(x,, ;p) 
cp = 1 on B(xo, P) 
o<q<l, Iv~l<=‘,/p. 
If v is solution of (Pa), set v1 = v -J v dx where f denotes the average of 
v over the ball B(x,, :p). 
Multiplying (Pa’,) by the test function Y = ‘p%, , one has 
s (pp IVujPdx<c jBR IV~Ip-’ lvrpl cp bII dx+ c 1 a0 IVcpl cp 1~1 dx. BR BR 
(A.1) 
On the other hand v, is a local solution of an equation 
- (a/axi) aj(x, u,, Vu,) = 0, where ai has the same structure as a,. 
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From the DeGiorgi-Nash estimates (see [IT, DT, GT, RZ J), 
sup ,v,,,C(!.& /“,,vx)“p+CRI’ C-4.2) 
Bh(3/4)R) 
(A.3) 
Here the constants C, or, fi do not depend on R and rp but on an a priori 
estimate of I/ ui 11 Lm(BRj which is less then a constant C(jlull,) (see relation 
(3.2)). 
Using relation (A.1 ), one has 
s cppjVulpdx<C osc vi s IVUI~” [Vcpl dx BR W(3/2)P) m3mP) 
+ osc U’ 
s 
a0 JVql cp dx + CRN. (A.4) 
B((3/2)p) ~((3mP) 
Using Poincart’s inequality and relation (A.2), one can estimate the first 
term of (A.4) by 
osc V’ . 
s 




(N-P)/P . Rfl 
(A.51 
While the second term of (A.4) can be estimated by 
ox 21, I a, dx B((W)P) w(3mp) 
~c~[(~)(NP+u”p(jB,,~~~~d~)‘rp+p(~-ni’~P~P].piN-~+i~,~ 
<c.(;)““+’ jBw,Vu(pdx+C.RN-p+e. (A.6) 
It remains to estimate {B(12,3)p) lVulp dx, for this, we use the energy type 
inequality applied to u1 - inf vi (for the proof see [GZ, T, GT]), 
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I B((3/*)p, lVvlP dx =s IVv,Ip dx W(3/2lP) 
6C. 
s (@+ lVdP) lvllP &al) 
+cP N-pwP bll)" 
B2p 
d CpNpP(Sup Iv,l)” 
B2,, 
6 c(;)“-“” IB, ,vvJp+ CRpPpN-p. (A.7) 
Combining (AS) and (A.7), we have 
osc Vl 
s ~((312)~) 
IVvIp-’ ,Vcpl dx,C(;)““” s,, ,Vv,p+c.~N-p+“. 
(A.81 
Together (A.4), (A.6), and (A.8) give the desired result. 
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